How do children with amelogenesis imperfecta feel about their teeth?
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Background. Amelogenesis imperfecta (AI) is an inherited dental condition affecting enamel, which can result in significant tooth discoloration and enamel breakdown, requiring lifelong dental care. The possible impact of this condition on children and adolescents from their perspectives is not fully understood.

Aims. The aim of the study was to explore the impact of AI on children and adolescents through in-depth interviewing. The information derived from this was then used to construct a questionnaire to distribute to a larger cohort of AI patients.

Design. This research involved semistructured in-depth interviews with seven AI patients, and common themes and concepts were then identified using framework analysis. A questionnaire was developed based on the themes and subthemes identified, and completed by 40 AI patients at various stages of treatment.

Results. Children and adolescents with AI exhibited concerns regarding aesthetics and function. Patients also expressed a high level of concern regarding comments by other people and self-consciousness associated with this. A small number of AI patients highlighted the effect of their dental treatment and health on their personal life.

Conclusion. The results indicate that there are marked impacts on children and adolescents as a result of AI, including aesthetics, function, and psychosocial.

Background

Amelogenesis imperfecta (AI) is an inherited dental condition affecting the structure and clinical appearance of the enamel of all, or nearly all, of the teeth in a more or less equal manner. AI is a heterogeneous group of hereditary disorders of enamel formation and may be autosomal dominant, autosomal recessive, sex-linked, or sporadic.

A disturbance to any of the three steps required for enamel formation may result in a defective enamel structure, for example a decrease in the enamel matrix formation will result in hypoplastic AI. Disruption in the mineralization phase results in either hypomineralized (hypomature) AI (deficiency in the first phase of enamel mineralization) or hypomineralization (hypocalcified) AI (deficiency in the final phase of enamel mineralization). Both hypoplastic and hypomineralized AI can coexist in the same individual or the same tooth. Classifications were traditionally based on phenotype, although it is now recommended that it is better to classify AI according to the mode of inheritance when known rather than the phenotype.

The clinical appearance of AI can be remarkably different between types. For example, hypoplastic AI is characterized by small crowns with thin enamel or enamel of normal thickness but with pits and grooves. Hypocalcified AI presents as severely discoloured enamel, whereas the enamel in hypomineralized AI is usually of normal thickness with whitish opacities. The colour of the affected teeth ranges from normal to opaque white or yellow-brown.

The aims of the management of AI are to improve aesthetics and function and reduce sensitivity of the affected dentition. Due to the sensitivity and pain encountered during tooth brushing, oral hygiene may be poor making it...
difficult to provide restorations. When treating AI patients, it is important to have a multidisciplinary team where possible, this may include input from a paediatric dentist, orthodontist, periodontist, restorative dentist, and possibly a geneticist. Due to the discolouration, sensitivity, and extensive treatment required, the psychosocial impact of AI should not be underestimated. A recent systematic review looking at associated dental and orofacial abnormalities in AI, suggested that further research is required into the quality of life and economic impacts associated with AI.

It is surprising that the psychological impact of dental anomalies is a largely unresearched field. One study explored the impact of developmental defects of enamel (DDE) on young people, through their experiences of the condition and its meaning to their everyday life. Semistructured interviews were conducted with 21 patients (13 female and eight male) aged 10–15 years with different severities of DDE. After each interview, two photographs of the patient’s teeth were taken, one with their teeth wet with saliva and another when their teeth were dry. The photographs were scored using the Thystrup and Fejerskov Index (TFI) and the Modified Developmental Defects of Enamel Index. The study concluded that variations in the impact of DDE were related to aspects of sense of self (the domains by which people judge their lives, or the ‘looking glass’ through which others judge them) rather than the extent of the defect directly.

The psychosocial impact of AI on adult patients was explored with 59 family members, 30 with AI and 29 without AI, using a questionnaire to measure various psychosocial parameters such as self-image, self-esteem, social interaction, and self-perceived quality of life with regard to dental issues. The study concluded that adults with AI exhibited higher levels of social avoidance, distress, and self-consciousness about their teeth. To date, there have been no studies looking at such impacts in children with AI.

Popular approaches to data collection in qualitative research are unstructured, or in-depth, interviews. Interviews are useful for exploring children’s experiences in their own words and can also inform questionnaires that are grounded in children’s views.

Therefore, the aim of this study was to explore the impact of AI on children and adolescents, using semistructured in-depth interviews to identify themes that are important to AI patients. The second stage of the study was to use this data to develop a questionnaire to distribute to a larger cohort of AI patients.

Methods

Ethical approval was obtained and the project was registered with the Research and Development Directorate, and all research was undertaken in the Department of Paediatric Dentistry, Eastman Dental Hospital, UCLH Foundation Trust. The main researcher (MA) attended an interview skills course and also undertook face-to-face pilot interviews supervised by members of the research team, experienced in the field of qualitative research and in-depth interviewing. A topic guide was developed consisting of open-ended questions relating to AI.

Patient selection involved a purposive sampling approach to ensure a range of subject demographics. In qualitative research, it is often difficult to know exactly how many participants are required in advance, although small numbers of interviewees can give quality-rich data.

The inclusion criteria for the in-depth interviews were:

1) Male and female AI patients
2) Subjects of any ethnicity
3) Patients who were between 10 and 16 years of age
4) Patients with AI of a severity requiring restorative intervention
5) Patients able to speak English sufficiently well to be involved in an interview
6) No active restorative treatment yet undertaken

Patients were recruited for interview, from March to June 2011. Patients who satisfied the above criteria were approached by the research staff and asked if they would be willing to participate in the research. All patients were provided with an information sheet and verbal explanation. If the patient
and their parent/legal guardian agreed to participate, written informed consent was obtained from the parent/legal guardian and written assent from the patients.

Face-to-face interviews were conducted away from the main clinical area to ensure privacy and to provide a less stressful environment, and a chaperone was present in all interviews. Parents were encouraged to remain outside the side surgery whilst their child was being interviewed, but they were given the opportunity to join the interview if they or their child requested. All interviews were recorded using a digital Dictaphone and then transcribed onto Microsoft Word, with all patients identified by a unique code number only to maintain patient confidentiality. Patients who participated in the study were told that if they found any question in the interview upsetting or of a sensitive nature they did not have to answer. They were also given the opportunity to stop the interview or withdraw from the study at any time if they wished. The interviewer (MA) was not directly involved in the clinical care of the participants.

All patients were asked open-ended questions about themselves and their teeth using the topic guide, but if the patient talked about issues which were not included in the guide, they were also explored. The interviews started with general questions and then gradually moved on to more probing questions about aesthetics, sensitivity, function, and psychosocial aspects, such as effects on friendships and comments by other people. The interviews were transcribed immediately afterwards, and the main researcher (MA) read through each interview transcript carefully to make sure that any emerging themes were identified and included in subsequent interviews. This technique allowed the researcher to establish when no more themes or ideas were arising and hence when to stop the interview process12.

Framework analysis

A thematic analysis, following the National Centre for Social Research (NatCen) approach, was used to allow a detailed in-depth overview of the participants’ personal experiences11. The first step involved identifying themes or concepts by carrying out a thorough review of the data from the transcripts. The second step involved constructing a framework with a hierarchy of main themes, and each theme was subsequently divided into subthemes. An Excel spread sheet was developed with a sheet for each theme, where the columns were subthemes and each row represented a patient. Individual patient quotes were then added to the appropriate cell.

Questionnaire development

The results from the in-depth interviews were used to develop the questionnaire. A combination of multichotomous and dichotomous responses was used, including multiple choices, Likert scales, and simple yes or no answers. The questions and their responses were carefully designed based on the themes and subthemes identified from the interviews, and there were 15 questions in total (Fig. 1). The wording of the questions and responses was in child-friendly language, to avoid ambiguity and to be easily understood. Leading questions, double negatives, loaded words, and hypothetical questions were avoided13. Several drafts of the questionnaire were developed and piloted amongst five child patients, not included in the study, but within the age range, to assess ease of use.

The questionnaire started with demographic questions, and the more personal and sensitive questions were gradually introduced in subsequent sections. The questions in the second section were mainly derived from the subthemes related to aesthetics and function and included questions regarding shape and colour of teeth, and pain or sensitivity from certain foods or drinks. The third section of the questionnaire was based on the psychosocial aspects identified from the interviews and included questions about self-consciousness, confidence, and comments by other people. A final question assessed whether there was a need for further information regarding AI, for example a dedicated website or online support group.

Patients were also asked to complete a modified short version of the Child Percep-
Questionnaire for Patients with Amelogenesis Imperfecta

Please would you help us by filling in this questionnaire to find out how you really feel about yourself and your teeth.

There are no right or wrong answers; we just want to know your thoughts.

Guarantee of Confidentiality
All information you give will remain private and no one will know your name.

Filling in this questionnaire will not affect your treatment in any way.

Please remember:
● Do not write your name on the paper.
● This is not a test and there are no right or wrong answers.

Section 1: About You
1. How old are you? ____________ years.
2. Are you
   Boy □
   Girl □
3. Which of these groups do you think you belong to (Tick one box only)
   White □
   Asian □
   Black □
   Mixed □
   Other group □

Section 2: About Your Teeth
4. Do you remember noticing anything different about your teeth before your dentist sent you to this hospital?
   Yes □
   No □

5. Who first said it would be a good idea for you to have treatment for your teeth?
   (Tick ONE box only)
   You □
   Mum or Dad □
   Other family members □
   Your Dentist □
   Your Doctor □
   Other □
   If other, please say who __________________________

6. On a scale of 1 to 5, how confident do you feel because of your teeth?
   (Please choose only ONE answer and place a circle around it ○)
   Not at all confident 1 2 3 4 5 Very confident

7. On a scale of 1 to 5, how important is it/was it that you had treatment for your teeth
   (Please choose ONE answer only and place a circle around it ○)
   Not important at all 1 2 3 4 very important
   To improve the colour of your teeth 1 2 3 4 5
   To improve the shape of your teeth 1 2 3 4 5
   To improve the size of your teeth 1 2 3 4 5
   To improve your smile 1 2 3 4 5
   To reduce pain/sensitivity 1 2 3 4 5
   Other reasons (please tell us)
   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________

8. Do you avoid any food or drinks because of your teeth?
   (Please choose only ONE answer and place a circle around it ○)
   Never 1 2 3 4 Occasionally All of the time
   If your answer is “Occasionally”, “Often”, or “All of the time”, then please tell us which food or drinks?
   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________

Fig. 1. (continued)
health, and two from the regression specific model), and each question has five responses. The scores for each response are 0 = ‘Never’, 1 = ‘Once or twice’, 2 = ‘Sometimes’, 3 = ‘Often’, and 4 = ‘Every day or almost every day’. The maximum score for each question was 4; therefore, the maximum possible total score for the CPQ was 80. A high score on the CPQ indicated a greater impact on the patient’s life.

Patients attending the Eastman Dental Hospital from January to June 2012 were identified from clinic lists. Each patient, and their parent, was given information leaflets, and written consent was taken. Patients were asked to complete the questionnaire and leave it in the labelled collection box in the reception area. In cases where the patients could not complete the questionnaire at the same time as their appointment, a stamped addressed envelope was given so that the questionnaire could be completed at home and returned by mail. Each questionnaire was coded with an ID number.

Results

Interviews

A total of seven patients were interviewed, six of whom (85%) were female, and the average age was 14.2 years, with a range of 13–16 years. The gender, ethnicity, and pseudonyms for the patients are shown in Table 1. Interviews lasted between 13 and
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20 min, with an average of 16 min for each interview. The main themes and subthemes are shown in Table 2.

The majority of patients stated that it was their dentist who informed them about having AI, with the exception of one patient who was informed by their general medical practitioner. A number of patients started to notice AI when they were in the mixed dentition stage:

I was younger, my first teeth were fine, then when my second set started to come through, they just started to change colour all of a sudden and over time [P1, 16 years]

Dentists, like muttered on about ‘Oh, yellow enamel’ and I didn’t really know what it was and had to get mum to explain it to me [P2, 13 years]

The most common aesthetic issue raised by the interviewees was the colour of their teeth. Other important issues also highlighted by patients were the shape and size of their teeth, the appearance of their smile, and feelings about having photos or videos taken:

…..if they were just a little more nice colour, not discoloured [P1, 16 years]

The colour, like when I say ‘Sshhh’ my front teeth show on there, they’re yellow ones [P2, 13 years]

I don’t like smiling with my teeth because I don’t like them. If I had nice teeth maybe I would be able to smile more [P6, 13 years].

I don’t like smiling with my teeth because I don’t like them [P5, 15 years]

I will smile when all of my teeth are going to be white, nice shape. [P7, 13 years]

For others, sensitivity was also an issue:

It is the sensitivity more than the colour, the colour doesn’t bother me, it’s more the sensitivity. [P5, 15 years]

If there was no problem with sensitivity, I’d drink faster and bite down on ice lollies and not cringe when I think of it [P2, 13 years]

The majority of patients had experienced comments by other people about their teeth, and in some patients, this resulted in feelings of isolation or affected their confidence:

The colour just knocks my confidence [P1, 16 years]

When all my friends are talking I’d want to join in but I don’t want to show my teeth [P3, 16 years]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Asian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Asian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>African</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>African</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These findings suggested that AI can have a significant impact on children and adolescents and also demonstrated the benefits of using qualitative methods to investigate personal thoughts and opinions. The results of these interviews were used to develop a questionnaire to ascertain the views of a larger group of AI patients.

Questionnaire

The questionnaire was distributed to 61 AI patients, and the response rate was 66% (40/61). Of the 40 respondents, 25 patients completed their questionnaire whilst attending their regular dental appointment at the Unit of Paediatric Dentistry, and 15 returned the questionnaire by mail. The majority of patients were currently undergoing treatment (80%, n = 32), with the remaining eight patients in the pre-treatment phase, and the mean age was 13.2 years (range 10–16 years, SD 2.2 years). There were 19 females (47.5%, mean age 13) and 21 males (52.5%, mean age 14). The majority of participants 25 of 40 (62.5%) were White.

The first five questions were demographic or background questions. Question 6 asked participants to assess their own level of confidence on a scale from (1) to (5), 1 being ‘not at all confident’ and 5 being ‘very confident’, and 19 of 40 (47.5%) ranked their confidence as (3). For ease of interpretation of the answers, categories 1 and 2 (not confident) and 4 and 5 (confident) were combined. The numbers of respondents scoring ‘not confident’ or ‘confident’ were similar in the treatment group (Fig. 2).

The next question assessed the importance of improving the colour, shape, and size of the teeth, the importance of reducing pain/sensitivity and the importance of improving the smile separately. Again categories 1 and 2 were combined (not important) and 4 and 5 (important) for ease of interpretation. There were no apparent differences in responses between stages of treatment or between genders with regard to the importance of treatment aims. Improving the colour of teeth was important for 90% of the respondents, with 74% stating that improving the shape of the teeth was also important. The majority of patients wanted treatment to enhance their smile, with 77% of all respondents stating this was a reason for pursuing treatment. The majority of patients also wanted to have treatment to reduce pain and sensitivity, with a total of 74% saying this was important to them. The responses for this question are shown in Fig. 3, highlighting the importance of treatment aims to the respondents.

Question 8 asked whether there were any foods or drinks respondents avoided. Very few participants reported avoiding foods all of the time, with ‘never’ and ‘occasionally’ being the most common responses, both by gender and treatment phase. It is important to stress that the number of pre-treatment respondents was small (n = 8); therefore,
these results need to be viewed with caution. Subsequent questions focused on psychosocial issues with 50% of respondents reporting being teased at least ‘occasionally’. Amongst male respondents, 24% reported being teased ‘often’ in comparison with 11% of females. A number of respondents also reported that they avoided smiling, with 30% of respondents avoiding smiling ‘occasionally’ and 23% avoiding smiling ‘often’ or ‘all of the time’. Females appeared to avoid smiling ‘all of the time’ more often than males (32% vs 14%).

Respondents were asked the single most important thing they wanted from treatment. The most common response was to improve the colour of their teeth (63%), with improving the smile (18%), and reducing sensitivity (10%) being the 2nd and 3rd choices. The final question, asked patients whether they thought it would be useful to have a website or ‘support group’ for patients with AI, and the majority (85%) answered yes, with only 15% answering no.

**Child Perception Questionnaire**

All 40 patients completed the CPQ_{11-14} with no missing answers. The scores ranged from 4 to 63, with similar distributions between the pre-treatment and treatment groups. When examined between genders, females had a slightly higher mean score than males. The relationship between CPQ_{11-14} score and level of confidence was explored, as part of the questionnaire validation process, with higher levels of confidence reported by the patients who had lower CPQ_{11-14} scores (16). This indicated that those with better quality of life tended to show more confidence, possibly due to the lower impact of AI on their lives, whereas the respondents who were not confident tended to score higher on the CPQ_{11-14} (38), suggesting a greater impact on quality of life.

**Discussion**

The aim of this study was to identify the main issues for AI patients and to construct a patient-centred questionnaire.

**Interview findings**

One of the main advantages of in-depth interviews is that they allow the interviewees to be open and to share and discuss any thoughts or issues they might have, and focus on those issues that are important to them without being influenced by the interviewer’s own ideas. One of the main challenges, however, experienced by the researcher was to ensure the research/topic guide/etc. allowed young people to freely discuss their feelings and thoughts with a stranger. In addition, the clinical setting for the interviews, whilst necessary (as patients were attending for treatment), may have increased their anxiety and influenced their responses.

Recruiting patients to participate in the interviews was also considerably more difficult than originally anticipated, as it was hard to find AI patients who had not undergone any previous restorative treatment for their condition. This meant that only seven patients could be recruited within the allocated time interval. When conditions are relatively rare and a single centre study is being undertaken, this can reduce the number of patients available, as found in a study looking at adolescents’ perspectives of living with Treacher Collins syndrome, where only six patients were recruited. There is the potential, however, to conduct good qualitative research with small sample sizes due to the richness of data produced. No new themes, however, were identified at the last interview; therefore, it was felt that the most relevant themes had probably been identified.

Most of the patients who were willing to be interviewed were females and that might be because females in general have been found to be more attentive conversationalists than males. It could also be attributed to the fact that more regular dental attendance has been reported amongst females (25.8%) compared with males (16.6%). It is hard to predict whether any gender differences could have had any effect, both males and females appeared to share the same concerns, and there were no differences in responses between the male respondent and the females.
The majority of patients stated they noticed their AI at a young age (around 6 years old), which is in agreement with previous research, suggesting that children start noticing dental defects relatively early. The majority of patients were confused about the explanation given to them by their local dentist about their enamel condition, which highlights the importance of general dentists being well informed regarding AI, to be able to explain the nature of this condition in a way that young children and parents can understand.

All of the interviewees discussed concerns about the colour of their teeth and described teeth as being ‘yellow-brown’ when asked about aesthetics. Adult AI patients were also reported as being more unhappy with the colour of their teeth (79%) than subjects without AI (32%). Another study investigating children’s experiences of enamel defects also found that a number of children were reluctant to smile.

There are clinical implications regarding the importance of dental aesthetics in AI patients, as their concerns may lead to high expectations of having better aesthetics following treatment. It is important for the clinician to manage the patient’s expectations by understanding their motivation and thereby hopefully achieving optimum levels of satisfaction with treatment outcome. Clinicians must discuss the objectives and limitations of treatment at the outset in order to achieve fully informed consent, set realistic expectations, and hopefully to avoid dissatisfaction with the outcome of care. Aesthetic dental treatment for children may yield important psychosocial benefits, but this does rely on patients being appropriately prepared and having realistic expectations.

Teasing and name calling were discussed in the interviews, and this was also highlighted in a study with adult AI patients, where 93.3% of subjects reporting being teased about their teeth. A previous study also found that some young people had experienced teasing and name calling due to developmental enamel defects. Clinicians should be sensitive to such issues in children, which may require support or referral to counselling services in some cases.

**Questionnaire findings**

Improving the colour of teeth was the most important overall reason for undergoing treatment for AI (90%) and the findings of the in-depth interviews, and questionnaires were in agreement. Improving the size of the teeth was also seen as important, but by fewer respondents (60%). Improving the smile was considered important by 77% of respondents, and a similar percentage (74%) saw a reduction in sensitivity as important. It has been shown that the smile is the second facial feature, after eyes, which people view to assess another person’s attractiveness, and dental aesthetics is also known to impact on overall facial appearance. Clinicians must appreciate the importance of dental aesthetics particularly with young AI patients, as it is well documented that appearance is the most valued characteristic amongst young dental patients. The desire to improve the smile and appearance is considered motivating factors for seeking dental treatment.

A limitation of this study was that the questionnaire was not subject to test–retest reliability to determine the validity. A further study is needed to ascertain reliability (by asking a subsection of the original sample to redo the questionnaire), before the questionnaire can be used by other researchers. It is hoped that once the questionnaire has been validated, it can be used in other centres to increase the sample size and allow statistical testing between genders. Using multiple centres would be beneficial to increase the sample and identify further what aspects of AI affect OHRQOL.

There was an overwhelming desire (85%) by patients to have a website or a support group for AI patients to gain more information about AI, and this is an area of research that needs to be explored further.

**Conclusion**

Patient’s own opinions of appearance are important, and this study highlights the need for further patient-centred research into dental anomalies. Children and adolescents were found to have impacts due to their AI, in
terms of concerns regarding aesthetics, function, and psychosocial issues. Improving the colour of the teeth, improving the smile, and reducing dental sensitivity were all perceived to be important aims of treatment, with improvement in colour being the single most important aim. The issue of teasing was also evident. This can have long-term consequences for patients and appropriate ways of offering support and counselling in such situations should be available.

Why this paper is important to paediatric dentists:
- Discusses the impacts of quality of life in AI children and adolescents
- Highlights the concerns regarding aesthetics for this group
- Highlights the concerns regarding sensitivity of teeth
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